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Observation of preformed electron-hole Cooper pairs in highly excited ZnO
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Electrons and holes in a semiconductor form hydrogen-atom-like bound states, called excitons. At high
electron-hole densities the attractive Coulomb force becomes screened and excitons can no longer exist. BCS
theory predicts that at such high densities cooperative many-body effects can at low temperatures induce a bound
state, an electron-hole Cooper pair, comparable to an electron-electron Cooper pair in a superconductor. Here
we report the observation of preformed electron-hole Cooper pairs in a semiconductor. By measuring stimulated
emission from a dense electron-hole gas in ZnO, we have explored both the crossover from the electron-hole
plasma to the preformed Cooper-pair regime, and the crossover from the exciton to the preformed Cooper-pair
regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity was successfully explained in 1957 by
Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer1 as the result of Bose-Einstein
condensation of many-body-induced bound states of two elec-
trons, called “Cooper pairs.” In principle, Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrieffer (BCS) theory also allows for many-body-induced
bound states of other kinds of fermionic particles. For example,
in the last decade condensates of Cooper pairs consisting of
two fermionic atoms have been observed.2–4

In 1964, Keldysh and Kopaev predicted the possibility of
Cooper pairs of an electron and a hole.5 The difference between
electron-hole (e-h) Cooper pairs and excitons is in the binding
mechanism. Excitons are bound by the Coulomb attraction
between one electron and one hole only. The binding of an e-h
Cooper pair is a cooperative many-body effect, where, besides
e-h Coulomb attraction, Pauli blocking plays an essential role
as in the case of electron-electron (e-e) Cooper pairs in a
superconductor. This Pauli blocking occurs to a sufficient
degree in highly degenerate e-h gases. A crossover from
excitons to e-h Cooper pairs has been predicted for increasing
density at low temperatures.6 Note that in this paper we reserve
the term “exciton” for hydrogen-atom-like e-h pairs that are
bound due to the Coulomb attraction only.

A related many-body phenomenon is that of the Mahan
exciton.7–12 A Mahan exciton results from the many-body
interaction between a single localized hole and a highly
degenerate electron gas inside a doped semiconductor. e-h
Cooper pairs are different from Mahan excitons in the sense
that e-h Cooper pairs require both the electron gas and the
hole gas to have a Fermi surface. This removes the Fermi-edge
singularity from the bound-state problem. In the context of an
atomic Fermi mixture the Mahan exciton is known as a (spin)
polaron or Fermi polaron.13

Conditions of high degeneracy, enabling the formation of
e-h Cooper pairs, could for example be met at low temperatures
in a narrow-band-gap semiconductor or semimetal where the
exciton binding energy exceeds the (positive or negative) band
gap.5,14,15 In such a system, the e-h BCS state, i.e., a condensate
of e-h Cooper pairs, also called an “excitonic insulator,”
would be the appropriate ground state. Indeed, experimental
evidence for the excitonic insulator state has been found in
1T -T1Se2,16,17 in TmSe0.45Te0.55,18 and in Ta2NiSe5.19

Theoretically, also in a highly excited normal semicon-
ductor e-h Cooper pairs are possible. Here, the e-h BCS
state would be an inherently nonequilibrium phenomenon.
e-h Cooper pairs in highly excited semiconductors, including
the crossover between the excitonic Bose-Einstein condensate
(BEC) and the e-h BCS state have been extensively studied
theoretically.6,20–27 Yet, observations of these phenomena were
never reported. Recent observations suggest the formation of
an excitonic BEC in a single crystal of the direct semiconductor
CuO2.28

Quantum well bilayers, where pairs are formed by elec-
trons and holes in separate quantum wells, are considered
as promising systems for detecting e-h Cooper pairs.29–31

Experimental evidence for excitonic BEC in such systems
has been found,32,33 as well as in quantum Hall e-e bilayers
in high magnetic fields,34,35 but, as far as we know, there
are no reports of e-h Cooper pairs in bilayer systems.
Graphene bilayers36 and topological insulators37,38 are also
very interesting possibilities.

In semiconductor-based microcavities, condensation is
more easily accessible, thanks to the very small mass of the
polaritons. Bose-Einstein condensates of exciton polaritons
have indeed been observed in such systems,39–41 but e-h
Cooper pairs still need to be demonstrated.

Not only the condensed superfluid phase, but also the
normal phase above the superfluid critical temperature is
extremely interesting. There, precursors of the condensed e-h
Cooper pairs and of the BEC-BCS crossover could exist.42,43

These uncondensed or “preformed” e-h Cooper pairs are espe-
cially important, since preformed e-e Cooper pairs seem to be
related somehow to high-temperature superconductivity.44,45

In atomic systems evidence for such uncondensed Cooper pairs
has been found at extremely low temperatures.46

Here we present the first experimental observation of
preformed electron-hole Cooper pairs in a semiconductor. This
is achieved by highly exciting a ZnO single crystal via three-
photon absorption at standard cryogenic temperatures and
simply measuring the light emission. In contrast to e-e Cooper
pairs, e-h Cooper pairs can recombine, and are therefore
subject to spontaneous and stimulated emission of photons.
We detected the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from
preformed e-h Cooper pairs. Our experiments explored the
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crossover from the e-h plasma to the preformed e-h Cooper-
pair gas for decreasing temperature, and the crossover from the
exciton gas to the preformed e-h Cooper-pair gas for increasing
e-h density. Experimental results are compared with quantum
many-body theoretical calculations of the phase diagram and
the gain spectra of the e-h gas in ZnO.

II. PHASE DIAGRAM

To explain our observations, we calculated the phase
diagram of the e-h gas in ZnO, which is shown in Fig. 1.
For moderate densities and for temperatures above the critical
temperature TC , electrons and holes form an almost ideal gas
of excitons (region 1). These excitons undergo Bose-Einstein
condensation below TC (region 2).47,48 When the e-h density
of the BEC is increased, the Coulomb forces become gradually
screened, leading to a weaker binding of the excitons. Above
the so-called Mott density, the attractive Coulomb force is
too weak for excitons to exist. In this high-density, low-
temperature regime BCS theory predicts a condensate of e-h
Cooper pairs (region 3). The binding of an e-h Cooper pair
is a combined result of weak Coulomb attraction and Pauli
blocking in the degenerate electron and hole Fermi gases. The
energy level of the pairs does not reside within the band gap, as
is the case for excitons, but is located near the e-h Fermi level,
which is defined as the energy interval between the electron
Fermi level and the hole Fermi level. The condensate of e-h
Cooper pairs opens up a gap in the e-h pair energy spectrum.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Phase diagram of the electron-hole gas
in ZnO. There are five regions: (1) exciton gas, (2) excitonic
Bose-Einstein condensate, (3) electron-hole BCS state: a condensate
of electron-hole Cooper pairs (also called “nonequilibrium excitonic
insulator”), (4) preformed electron-hole Cooper-pair gas, and (5)
electron-hole plasma. The blue line is the calculated mean-field
critical temperature TC in the BCS regime. The red line is the ideal-gas
TC for Bose-Einstein condensation, valid in the BEC regime. Note
that the solid black line is the only line of true phase transitions in
the phase diagram separating the normal and superfluid phases of
the e-h gas. In contrast, the dashed line denoting the Mott density
represents only a smooth crossover between different regions in the
phase diagram. The insets are visualizations of the electron-hole gas
in the exciton regime and in the preformed Cooper-pair regime.

It is interesting to compare the phase diagram of the e-h
gas with that of a cold gas of fermionic atoms. While in our
case the interaction strength between electrons and holes can
be tuned by varying the e-h density, the interaction strength
between fermionic atoms can be controlled using a Feshbach
resonance.49 By sweeping an external magnetic field across a
Feshbach resonance, weakly bound diatomic molecules can
be created,50 which are the analog of excitons. Below a
critical temperature these molecules form a BEC.51 Atomic
Cooper pairs can be made by tuning the magnetic field to
the other side of the Feshbach resonance.2 In particular, the
BCS gap3 and vortices4 have been observed in the atomic
BCS superfluid. Recently, it has also been demonstrated that a
temperature range exists above the critical temperature, where
uncondensed atomic Cooper pairs are present, accompanied
by a pseudogap in the energy spectrum.46 Pseudogaps and
uncondensed Cooper pairs have also been found in high-TC

superconductors above the critical temperature. However, in
that case the relation between those two is more complicated
and less understood than for atomic systems.44,45

Returning to our phase diagram, we anticipate that such
a regime of uncondensed Cooper pairs also exists for the
e-h gas (region 4). In agreement with common practice, we
call the uncondensed pairs “preformed electron-hole Cooper
pairs,” while the term “electron-hole Cooper pair” refers
to the condensed state. When the temperature is increased
above a crossover temperature T ∗ > TC , the preformed e-h
Cooper pairs dissociate, resulting in an e-h plasma (region
5). Lowering the density below the Mott density leads to the
formation of excitons again.

The Mott density in Fig. 1 was calculated by describing the
screened attractive Coulomb interaction between an electron
and a hole by the Yukawa potential

Vs(r,n,T ) = −e2

4πε0εrr
e−r/λs (n,T ), (1)

where r is the distance between the electron and the hole,
−e is the electron charge, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is
the relative dielectric constant of ZnO, and λs(n,T ) is the
screening length, depending on the e-h density n and the
temperature T . An excitonic bound state exists in this potential
when λs(n,T ) > a0, where a0 is the unscreened exciton Bohr
radius.52 Therefore, at the Mott density λs(n,T ) = a0. In ZnO
a0 = 4πh̄2ε0εr/(e2mr ) = 1.83 nm, where mr = 0.19m0 is the
reduced mass of the exciton and m0 is the bare electron mass.

The screening length is calculated in the random-phase
approximation (RPA) from the ideal-gas chemical potentials
of the electron and hole gases, μe(n,T ) and μh(n,T ), respec-
tively. For details we refer to Ref. 53. We observe in Fig. 1 that
the Mott density rises for increasing temperature, reflecting the
reduced screening efficiency by the electrons and holes due to
their thermal motion.

For the critical temperature in the BEC regime we used the
well-known ideal gas result54

TC(n) = 2πh̄2

me + mh

( n

4 × 2.612

)2/3
, (2)

where me = 0.28m0 and mh = 0.59m0 are the effective elec-
tron and hole masses in ZnO, respectively.55,56 The factor 4,
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multiplying 2.612, is included because of the four possible spin
states of the exciton.20 The effective interaction between two
excitons is at present unknown, but is most likely repulsive,
corresponding to a positive scattering length. In that case it
would lead to a small upward shift of the critical temperature
proportional to n1/3. This effect is, however, neglected here.

To obtain TC in the BCS regime, we solved the BCS
gap equation in mean-field approximation. Details of this
calculation are given in the Appendix. The most important
result is that the temperatures and densities at which preformed
e-h Cooper pairs form in ZnO seem to be well accessible by
experiment. Even reaching the superfluid phase might be quite
feasible.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

To explore the physics of the phase diagram, we measured
the light emission from a highly excited ZnO single crystal.
The crystal was 500 μm thick and oriented in the [0001]
direction. ZnO was chosen for our study for several reasons.
First because its strong e-h Coulomb pairing, apparent in
the large exciton binding energy of 60 meV, leads to a high
TC . Secondly because its direct band gap results in strong
light emission from the crystal. Thirdly because its simple
direct band structure prevents the formation of an e-h liquid
or e-h droplets. In the indirect semiconductors Si and Ge,
for example, the many-valley structure of the conduction
bands, the fourfold degeneracy of the valence bands, and the
anisotropy of the corresponding masses lead to the formation
of e-h liquids and e-h droplets, and thus prevent the formation
of e-h Cooper pairs.48,57,58

The fourth reason for choosing ZnO is that it is possible
to create high e-h densities in the bulk of a ZnO crystal
via three-photon absorption of high-intensity infrared laser
pulses. Low-temperature luminescence from highly excited
ZnO was studied before in the case of direct excitation by
ultraviolet light pulses,59 where the short penetration depth
limits the excitation layer to a thickness of 50 nm. To avoid
emission related to surface impurities and explore the bulk
physics, we employed the long penetration depth of infrared
light, and excited our crystal slab via three-photon absorption
of high-intensity 160-fs 800-nm pulses from an amplified
Ti:sapphire laser. An additional advantage of this approach
is that spontaneous emission by a preformed e-h Cooper
pair triggers stimulated emission from other preformed e-h
Cooper pairs as the emitted photon traverses the 500-μm-long
excited zone. This ASE is relatively easy to measure and
recognize. The e-h density in our experiment is controlled
via the intensity of the excitation pulse, and calculated from
the known three-photon absorption coefficient.53

IV. CROSSOVER FROM e-h PLASMA TO PREFORMED e-h
COOPER PAIRS

Measured emission spectra at high e-h density (n = 9.2 ×
1024 m−3) for decreasing temperature are shown in Fig. 2(a).
At T = 50 K we measure mainly spontaneous emission from
an e-h plasma. When the ZnO crystal is cooled to 4 K, a
strong new peak emerges. On the basis of the calculated
phase diagram (Fig. 1), it can be expected that at these
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Crossover from the e-h plasma regime
to the preformed e-h Cooper-pair regime for decreasing temperature.
The e-h density is n = 9.2 × 1024 m−3. (a) Measured emission spectra
of the ZnO crystal. At T = 50 K there is only emission from an
e-h plasma. For decreasing temperature, gain (amplified spontaneous
emission) from preformed e-h Cooper pairs appears. (b) Theoretical
gain spectra without Coulomb forces between electrons and holes.
(c) Theoretical gain spectra taking into account Coulomb forces,
showing the appearance of preformed e-h Cooper-pair peaks. (d)
Scheme of the band structure and the degenerate e-h gas. For our
calculations we used a two-band model including spin degeneracy.

temperatures the e-h gas has entered the preformed e-h
Cooper-pair regime.

To find out whether this observed new peak is related to
preformed e-h Cooper pairs, we calculated gain spectra of
the e-h gas in ZnO, using the many-body theory explained
in Ref. 53. This theory has been experimentally verified
at room temperature, both for bulk ZnO53 and for ZnO
nanowire lasers.60 In this theory, the optical spectra of ZnO
are calculated by solving the statically screened Bethe-Salpeter
ladder equation.

The spectra shown in Fig. 2(b) are mean-field spectra,
i.e., without the interactions between electrons and holes
taken into account. These spectra have been calculated from
Eq. (A41) of Ref. 53 with the following low-temperature
parameters for the nonrenormalized band gap61 and damping:
EG,0(4 K) = EG,0(8 K) = 3.437 eV, EG,0(20 K) = 3.436 eV,
EG,0(50 K) = 3.434 eV, and h̄γ0 = 2.0 meV. For the step size
s we took 5 × 106 m−1 instead of 5 × 107 m−1 to obtain
more accurate results. Thus, the matrices to be inverted were
501 × 501 instead of 51 × 51. All other parameters were
the same as for the room-temperature calculation. In all
theoretical spectra band-gap renormalization is included, as
calculated from the phenomenological formula of Bányai and
Koch.52,62

In the spectra of Fig. 2(c) the Coulomb forces between
electrons and holes have been taken into account. The interac-
tion between the carriers is described by the Yukawa potential,
Eq. (1). The spectra have been calculated from Eq. (15) in
Ref. 53 with the low-temperature parameters as specified
above. Note that the mean-field susceptibility, Eq. (A41),
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can be obtained from the RPA Bethe-Salpeter susceptibility,
Eq. (15), by putting Vs,|k−k′ | = 0, i.e., by ignoring the Coulomb
forces between electrons and holes.

Both in Fig. 2(b) and in Fig. 2(c) there is a spectral
domain where gain occurs and a domain where absorption
prevails, as can be understood from Fig. 2(d). The crucial
difference is that for decreasing temperature two peaks appear
when Coulomb forces are included: a gain peak just below
the e-h Fermi level, and an absorption peak just above this
level. In the theory these peaks arise from fluctuations in the
e-h pairing fields �, directly showing that they are due to
(preformed) e-h Cooper pairs. In the two-dimensional case the
same physical interpretation of these peaks was obtained in
Ref. 42. Importantly, the expectation value of the � fields, i.e.,
the BCS order parameter, is set to zero in Ref. 53. Therefore,
the calculated gain spectra are only valid above TC . Note
that according to our calculations (Fig. 1) our measurements
were performed above TC . The influence of the fluctuations
in the � fields on the self-energies of the electrons and
holes is neglected in this theory. As a result of this, the
single-particle density of states does not show pseudogaps
in our approximation.

The optical spectra in Ref. 53 were calculated for E ⊥ c.
In our experiment, the axis of the excited cylinder is parallel
to the c axis. ASE therefore mainly has polarization E ⊥ c.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Measured emission spectra from the ZnO
crystal at e-h density n = 1.9 × 1023 m−3 for decreasing temperature,
showing the crossover from the e-h plasma to the preformed Cooper-
pair regime. The P emission, indicated by P, and the spontaneous
emission from excitons bound to aluminum impurities, indicated by
I, have first and second phonon replica: Spontaneous emission causing
the P and I peaks also occurs under simultaneous emission of one or
two longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons, leading to emission peaks at
lower photon energies. These LO phonons have an energy of 72 meV.
The ASE peak appearing for decreasing temperature is caused by
spontaneous emission from e-h pairs in the crossover from excitons to
preformed Cooper pairs, amplified by stimulated emission from such
pairs. This ASE peak does not have phonon replica, demonstrating
that it is not just spontaneous emission like the other peaks. The
general shift to higher photon energies for lower temperatures reflects
the temperature dependence of the band gap (Ref. 61).

Hence, the expressions given in Ref. 53 can also be used in the
present case.

As explained in the Appendix, we used a two-band
model, which is a good approximation at low temperatures
and densities below about 1025 m−3. At higher densities,
occupancy of states in the B valence band, and ultimately also
in the C valence band, would reduce preformed Cooper-pair
gain and shift the gain maximum to lower energies.

Comparison between theory and experimental data in Fig. 2
suggests that the observed new peak is due to stimulated
emission from preformed e-h Cooper pairs. Indeed, additional
experimental results (Fig. 3) at n = 1.9 × 1023 m−3 show that
all emission peaks have longitudinal-optical phonon replica,
except the new peak, which is evidence that the new peak is
not ordinary spontaneous emission like the other peaks, but
is associated with gain. We can therefore attribute this peak
to ASE from preformed e-h Cooper pairs. The difference in
spectral position between the measured new peak of Fig. 2(a)
and the calculated peak of Fig. 2(c) originates from limited
precision in the calculation of the band-gap renormalization.

V. CROSSOVER FROM EXCITONS TO PREFORMED e-h
COOPER PAIRS

In Fig. 4 we explore the crossover from the exciton regime
to the preformed Cooper-pair regime at T = 4 K by tuning the
e-h density. At the lowest density the well-known spontaneous
emission spectrum is observed: The highest peak is the
so-called P peak, resulting from inelastic scattering of two
excitons, where one recombines and the other ionizes.64 The
emission at 3.371 eV results from recombination of excitons
bound to aluminum impurities.65 This emission spectrum
shows that the e-h gas is in the exciton regime, as could be
expected from the calculated phase diagram (Fig. 1). When
the density is increased to 7 × 1022 m−3, a remarkable new
peak appears, next to the impurity peak. For increasing density
this peak grows very fast, even faster than the P peak, and
the spectral distance between the P peak and this new peak
decreases. Comparable emission spectra have been reported
in Ref. 59, but without a clear interpretation, leaving these
results inconclusive.

To examine the origin of this new peak, we calculated
the gain spectra at T = 4 K, shown in Fig. 4(c), using the
same theory as for Fig. 2(c). At low densities, these spectra
show excitonic absorption and no gain, in agreement with
our interpretation of the observed emission as spontaneous
emission from an exciton gas. For increasing e-h density, the
spectra gradually evolve into a double-peak structure, charac-
teristic for (preformed) e-h Cooper pairs.42 This evolution is in
agreement with the phase diagram (Fig. 1). Gain appears in the
theoretical spectra at 8 × 1022 m−3, very close to the threshold
for the new peak. We conclude that the measured new peak
originates from ASE from preformed e-h Cooper pairs, or,
for densities not far above the Mott density, from bound e-h
pairs in the crossover between excitons and preformed e-h
Cooper pairs. Note that the impurity emission is still visible,
separated from the new peak, showing that these contributions
to the emission spectrum have different origins. Interestingly,
Mahan excitons in cold doped quantum wells give rise to
similar emission features.8
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Crossover from the exciton regime to the preformed Cooper-pair regime for increasing e-h density. T = 4 K.
(a,b) Measured emission spectra. Greek symbols indicate e-h densities (in m−3): α, 1.2 × 1022; β, 2.5 × 1022; γ , 7.0 × 1022; δ, 1.4 × 1023;
ε, 1.9 × 1023; ζ , 2.5 × 1023; η, 5.5 × 1023; θ , 8.0 × 1023; ι, 8.6 × 1023; κ , 1.0 × 1024; λ, 1.1 × 1024; μ, 1.7 × 1024; ν, 4.8 × 1024; and ξ ,
9.2 × 1024. Indicated are the ASE from preformed e-h Cooper pairs, or from e-h pairs in the crossover from excitons to preformed e-h Cooper
pairs, the P emission (P), the emission from excitons bound to aluminum impurities (I), the first longitudinal optical phonon replica of the
P peak (P-LO), and the first (I-LO) and second (I-2LO) phonon replica of the I peak. (c) Theoretical gain spectra showing the appearance
of a preformed e-h Cooper-pair gain peak. Note that the P peak is absent here, since the theory does not incorporate pair-pair collisions.
(d) Squares indicate measured emission energies. The band-gap renormalization and the e-h Fermi level were derived from these. We have
drawn dashed lines in the crossover, since a theory is presently lacking for this regime. The distance between the P energy level and the ASE
energy level reflects the binding energy of the e-h pairs. (e) Band-gap renormalization. Band gap versus e-h density at T = 4 K as derived
from our experimental results, compared with two curves from the literature: Zimmermann,63 calculated at T = 4 K and Inagaki and Aihara,23

calculated at T = 0. (f) Measured ASE maxima versus theoretical gain coefficient maxima, showing an exponential relation. (g) Measured P
peak maxima versus e-h density, showing a quadratic dependence.

Apparently, the P peak persists even at high e-h densities
where excitons cannot exist. In the preformed Cooper-pair
regime we interpret the P peak as due to inelastic scattering
of two preformed e-h Cooper pairs, in which one pair
recombines and the other breaks up. This interpretation is in
line with calculations by Inagaki and Aihara in the BEC-BCS
crossover.23 Consequently, the energy separation between the
P maximum and the ASE maximum directly measures the
binding energy of the preformed e-h Cooper pairs.

The spectral positions of the measured peaks are analyzed
in Fig. 4(d). Here we have indicated the exciton region and

the preformed Cooper-pair region, connected by a crossover
region above n = 4 × 1022 m−3, the calculated Mott density at
T = 4 K. In the crossover, the exciton energy level gradually
develops into the preformed e-h Cooper-pair level, which is
equal to the spectral position of the gain peak. The diminishing
separation between the P and the ASE peak indicates the
reduction of the e-h-pair binding energy by screening.

It is important to realize that band-gap renormalization
takes place: The band gap narrows for increasing density due
to exchange and correlation effects. From the binding energies
determined from the measured P-ASE peak separation we
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derive the values of the density-dependent band gap and the
e-h Fermi level in the following way. In the exciton regime
the band gap is of course located one exciton binding energy
above the exciton energy level. In the preformed Cooper-pair
regime we do not have such direct information about the value
of the band gap. However, we expect a pseudogap around the
e-h Fermi level equal to the preformed Cooper-pair binding
energy. Therefore, in this regime the Fermi level lies only half
of the binding energy above the preformed Cooper-pair level.
Ideal gas chemical potentials yield the separation between the
band gap and the Fermi level. Based on this argumentation we
can draw the band gap and the Fermi level in both the exciton
region and in the preformed Cooper-pair region. Unfortunately,
for the crossover a theory is presently lacking. Therefore
we have drawn dashed lines in this regime. The rather good
agreement between the determined band-gap renormalization
and curves from the literature [Fig. 4(e)] confirms the correct-
ness of our theory and our interpretation of the experimental
data.

In Fig. 4(f) measured ASE maxima are plotted against the
theoretical maximum gain coefficients at the e-h densities
realized in the experiment. We find an exponential relation,
what is to be expected for ASE. The P-peak height depends
quadratically on the carrier density [Fig. 4(g)]. This result
supports our interpretation of the P peak as the result of
scattering of two excitons or two preformed e-h Cooper pairs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have observed preformed electron-hole Cooper pairs in
a highly excited ZnO single crystal. Amplified spontaneous
emission from preformed e-h Cooper pairs appears as a new
peak in the photoluminescence spectra under conditions of
high three-photon excitation of the bulk crystal at cryogenic
temperatures. Temperature- and density-dependent measure-
ments have revealed the crossover between the e-h plasma
regime and the preformed e-h Cooper-pair regime and the
crossover between the exciton regime and the preformed e-h
Cooper-pair regime. The spectral positions and amplitudes
of the peaks were analyzed, and compared with many-body
theoretical calculations, confirming our interpretation of the
data.

Our calculations of the critical temperature in Fig. 1 indicate
that also the superfluid BCS state should be experimentally
accessible. It is still an open question how this state could
be detected. By using a microcavity setup, Bose-Einstein
condensation of two-dimensional e-h Cooper-pair polaritons
may occur at even higher temperatures. We hope that our
observation of preformed e-h Cooper pairs in a semiconductor
will contribute to the understanding of high-temperature su-
perconductivity, exciton-polariton condensates, and excitonic
condensation in e-h bilayers and bilayer quantum Hall systems.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix the computation is explained of the
superfluid critical temperature TC of the e-h gas in ZnO
as a function of e-h density in the BCS regime. Below
this temperature the e-h gas forms a BCS superfluid, i.e., a
condensate of e-h Cooper pairs.

We calculated TC in mean-field approximation by solving
the linearized BCS gap equation30,66

�k(n,T ) =
∫

dk′

(2π )3
Vs,|k−k′ |(n,T )

× 1 − fk′,e(n,T ) − fk′,h(n,T )

μe(n,T ) − εk′,e + μh(n,T ) − εk′,h
�k′(n,T ),

(A1)

where �k(n,T ) is the momentum-dependent BCS order
parameter or gap, and

Vs,|k−k′ |(n,T ) = −e2

ε0εr

[
λ−2

s (n,T ) + |k − k′|2] (A2)

is the Yukawa potential in momentum space, i.e., the Fourier
transform of Eq. (1). Furthermore, εk,i are the single-particle
energies εk,i = εk,i = h̄2k2/(2mi), where i stands for e, elec-
tron, or h, hole, and k = |k|. Note that we use a momentum-
dependent interaction, not a point interaction or separable
pseudopotential as in standard BCS theory. Finally,

fk,i(n,T ) = 1

e[εk,i−μi (n,T )]/(kBT ) + 1
(A3)

are the Fermi-Dirac distributions of the electron and hole gases.
Equation (A1) is valid for T � TC . For T > TC the BCS gap

equation has only one solution, namely, �k = 0. This solution
corresponds to the normal phase. Below TC also a solution
�k �= 0 is possible, corresponding to the superfluid phase.
Since the normal to BCS phase transition is a second-order
phase transition in the balanced case, the order parameter �k
continuously increases from zero for T > TC to its maximum
at T = 0. Precisely at TC the order parameter becomes
nonzero.

In order to find the highest temperature at which Eq. (A1)
has a nonzero solution, we use the fact that for an s-wave
order parameter we can replace Vs,|k−k′ | by its angle average,
depending only on the lengths k and k′ as

V s,k,k′ = 1

2

∫ π

0
dθ sin θVs,|k−k′|

= −e2

4ε0εrkk′ ln

[
(k2 + k′2 + 2kk′)λ2

s + 1

(k2 + k′2 − 2kk′)λ2
s + 1

]
. (A4)

In this way, the gap equation is written in the form of a
homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the second kind.
Such equations are generally not analytically solvable. In
order to obtain a numerical solution, we replace the integral
by a finite sum. The discretization is performed following
Simpson’s rule and leads to the simple eigenvalue problem

−→
� (n,T ) =

−→−→
U (n,T ) · −→� (n,T ). (A5)
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Critical temperature. TC calculated in the
BEC regime [Eq. (2)] and TC calculated in the BCS regime by solving
the BCS equation [Eq. (A1)].

The gap has become a vector
−→
� (n,T ) with length p, where

p is the number of steps in the discretization. The quantity−→−→
U (n,T ) is a p × p matrix, of which the elements are given by

Uij (n,T ) = wjk
2
j V s,ki ,kj

(n,T )[1 − fkj ,e(n,T ) − fkj ,h(n,T )]

2π2[μe(n,T ) − εkj ,e + μh(n,T ) − εkj ,h]
,

(A6)

where wj are the Simpson weights for each discretization
point. For each density n we approach TC from above and
search for a nontrivial solution of Eq. (A5). The critical

temperature TC is the temperature at which
−→−→
U (n,T ) has

eigenvalue 1. The results for the critical temperature in the
BEC and in the BCS regime are shown in Figs. 1 and 5.

For all calculations in this paper we used an isotropic
parabolic two-band model, including spin degeneracy. ZnO
has one twofold spin-degenerate conduction band and three
twofold spin-degenerate valence bands, called A, B, and C.
The three valence bands are split as a result of spin-orbit
coupling and the hexagonal crystal field. The AB splitting
equals 10 meV, and the AC splitting 44 meV.67 In our model
only the conduction band and the the highest valence band, the
A band, are taken into account.

At low temperatures and densities where the hole Fermi
energy is smaller than the AB splitting this is a good
approximation, since almost all holes are in the A band.
According to the hole masses determined by Hümmer,56 the
hole Fermi energy equals 10 meV at n = 2 × 1024 m−3.
According to the nonisotropic energy-dependent hole masses
calculated by Lambrecht et al.,67 however, this is only the case
at n = 8 × 1024 m−3. For the calculations of the Mott density
and of the critical temperature in the BEC regime, inclusion
of the B and C bands in the calculation would not make a
difference. For the critical temperature in the BCS regime an
effect would show up at high densities where the occupancy in
the B band is sufficiently high that it significantly affects the
hole Fermi level. When that happens, a distinction has to be
made between the BCS order parameter related to correlations
between the A band and the conduction band and the BCS
order parameter related to correlations between the B band
and the conduction band. Because of the presence of density
imbalance, the physics changes and exotic phases such as the
Sarma phases and the FFLO phase could possibly show up.
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